
Introduction
Date City was awarded a Smarter Cities Challenge® grant to help 
tackle the issues caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake  
and subsequent Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant disaster  
in March 2011.

Before the disaster, Date City faced many of the challenges related to  
a declining and aging population that are common across all of Japan,  
and that are leading to the degradation of its agriculture industry. But  
the problems facing Date City’s agricultural industry have become even 
more pressing in the years following the disaster. 

As a result of the immediate radioactive contamination of rice, fruit and 
vegetables grown in Date City, and lingering doubt about food safety,  
the sale of these products has decreased. After thorough decontamination 
efforts in the subsequent two years, almost all the rice, fruit and vegetables 
have been deemed safe. However, the perception that they are not safe 
remains among consumers, and sales have not fully recovered.

The challenge
The sustainability of agriculture is a matter of urgency. Without  
aggressive and timely action, agriculture in Date City will find itself on the 
edge of extinction. Both City officials and many of the farmers themselves 
are forward thinkers, open to new ideas and willing to make changes.

Date City’s leaders would like to use the nuclear accident as an 
opportunity to remove some of the ongoing inhibitors to the growth  
of its agricultural industry. The City is not looking to simply restore  
the agricultural industry to the state it was in before 11 March 2011,  
but to grow it, make it more profitable and, in turn, make the city a  
more attractive place to live.

Highlights: 

•	 Fact-based	and	emotionally-targeted	
communication	around	food	safety

•	 A	strong	city	brand	based	on	premium		
agricultural	products

•	 A	forward-thinking,	sustainable	business	
model	for	farming

•	 An	appealing	career	path	for	current		
and	future	farmers

•	 New	markets	for	a	profitable,		
modernized	industry
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Date City’s leaders therefore asked the IBM Smarter Cities 
Challenge team to provide recommendations around the 
following challenge:

Help create a sustainable agriculture industry 
that, in turn, will help enable Date City to 
transform into a “smarter wellness” city with 
a prosperous future for all citizens.

The team’s recommendations are designed to provide both 
immediate actions and long-term systemic changes that can 
begin to reverse the decline of agriculture. 

Findings and recommendations
During a three-week period in April 2013, the Smarter  
Cities Challenge team met with approximately 25 Date City 
officials, farmers, agriculture association representatives, 
professors and others in the value chain in order to better 
understand the issues. Based on the knowledge gained from 
interviews, first-hand experience of the city and a consumer 
survey, the team developed findings under the following themes:
•	 Agricultural issues
•	 Impact of the nuclear disaster
•	 Consumer attitudes

Based on these themes, the team divided its recommendations 
into three distinct segments, as summarized below:
•	 Communications	and	branding: Address fact-based  

issues around radiation contamination, as well as emotional 
perceptions of food safety

•	 Sustainable	farming: Designed to enable large-scale 
farming through a variety of actions that will ultimately  
make farming more attractive

•	 Modernized	agriculture:	Designed to help farmers create 
new markets for their products and maximize long-term 
revenue, quality and production
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Conclusion
The Smarter Cities Challenge team believes that Date City  
has what it takes to modernize and grow its agricultural 
industry and, in turn, prosper. Residents and the government 
have displayed a willingness to change, and many activities 
are already happening ad hoc. By leading the way and 
supporting both new and existing farmers with regulations 
and practices that inhibit their growth, Date City can 
become a role model for other agricultural communities  
in Japan.
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